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Growing up on Forge's streets has taught Kyra how to stretch a
coin. And when that's not enough, her uncanny ability to scale walls
and bypass guards helps her take what she needs. But when the
leader of the Assassins Guild offers Kyra a lucrative job, she
hesitates. She knows how to get by on her own, and she's not sure
she wants to play by his rules. But he is persistent???and darkly
attractive???and Kyra can't quite resist his pull. Tristam of Brancel
is a young Palace knight on a mission. After his best friend is
brutally murdered by the Demon Riders, a clan of vicious warriors
who ride bloodthirsty wildcats, Tristam vows to take them down.
But as his investigation deepens, he finds his efforts thwarted by a
talented thief, one who sneaks past Palace defenses with uncanny
ease. When a fateful raid throws Kyra and Tristam together, the
two enemies realize that their best chance at survival???and
vengeance???might be to join forces. And as their loyalties are tested
to the breaking point, they learn a startling secret about Kyra's past
that threatens to reshape both their lives. In her arresting debut
novel, Livia Blackburne creates a captivating world where intrigue
prowls around every corner???and danger is a way of life. Praise for
Midnight Thief "Blackburne's fast-paced fantasy will please fans of
Leigh Bardugo and Tamora Pierce." ??? School Library Journal
Isabel Jones has faced a lot of vampires, but now she's about to take
on the worst monster she's ever faced – her mother. With a witch
coven determined to use Isabel's blood in a demonic ritual, Isabel is
pulled into a world of dark magic. Even worse, she learns of a
prophecy that will forever alter her life and the world. Is Isabel
willing to sacrifice the man she loves to save herself?
The realms are dying, and only the heirs can save the city - but at
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what cost. The Four Realms - Life, Death, Light, and Darkness - all
converge on the city of dusk. For each realm there is a god, and for
each god there is an heir. But the gods have withdrawn their favour
from the once vibrant and thriving city. And without it, all the
realms are dying. Unwilling to stand by and watch the destruction,
the four heirs-Risha, a necromancer struggling to keep the peace;
Angelica, an elementalist with her eyes set on the throne; Taesia, a
shadow-wielding rogue with rebellion in her heart; and Nik, a
soldier who struggles to see the light- will sacrifice everything to save
the city. But their defiance will cost them dearly. 'For Sim's most
devoted fans' - Publishers Weekly 'A lot to love' - Kirkus Reviews
They hunted me down. Six demons who believe I can cast a spell to
lift a blood curse. But I'm merely a clairvoyant who can summon
the dead. Being thrust into the world of demons is terrifying,
intimidating, alluring... Their leader refuses to believe I cannot
understand the spell. He's infuriating-but there is something about
him that calls to me. An attraction that scares me. Fighting the
magnetism to the arrogant demon leader is hard enough, let alone
learning to use powers I never knew I had. But I need to learn how
and fast. I'm in over my head, and they know it... A Glow of Stars &
Dusk is book 1 in the Watcher Series and ends on a cliffhanger.
Content warning: please note that there is an incident of sexual
deception contained within this story...but you know, they're
demons.
Demon Dusk Journal
Volume 1
The Gardella Vampire Chronicles
Unravel the Dusk
A Shadow Falls Novel
They hunted me down. Six demons who believe I can
cast a spell to lift a blood curse. But I’m merely a
clairvoyant who can summon the dead. Being thrust
into the world of demons is terrifying, intimidating,
alluring… Their leader refuses to believe I cannot
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understand the spell. He’s infuriating—but there is
something about him that calls to me. An attraction
that scares me. Fighting the magnetism to the
arrogant demon leader is hard enough, let alone
learning to use powers I never knew I had. But I need
to learn how and fast. I’m in over my head, and they
know it… *A Glow of Stars & Dusk is book 1 in the
Watcher Series and ends on a cliffhanger. **Content
warning: please note that there is an incident of
sexual deception contained within this story...but
you know, they’re demons.
A little pyromania can go a long way... The Company
of Light had already made my shit list before they
kidnapped one of my monstrous lovers. Now? I'm
ready to send the whole lot of them up in flames.
Especially when it turns out they may have damaged
my demon sweetheart beyond repair. Trouble is,
those flames aren't playing nice. After its taste of
freedom, my inner fire seems intent on having a fullon scorch party, and that includes burning me up
while I'm burning down the baddies. If I'm going to
get a handle on the dangerous power within me, I
need to understand where it-and I-came from. But
finding the answers I'm searching for could be worse
than staying in the dark. My enemies are multiplying
by the minute, and the worst of them... might be
standing right beside me.
Darren Shan leaves Vampire Mountain as part of an
elite force on a life-and-death mission to find the
newly-risen Vampaneze Lord, who is set to lead the
vampaneze into war against the vampires.
This personal sketch journal features 94 alternating
blank and wide ruled pages perfect for logging your
drawings, thoughts, and ideas. It also includes a
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blank table of contents to help keep track of your
work. At 5"x7", your sketch journal is easy to carry
with you, and your contact information can be
entered on the front page so your sketch journal will
never be lost. Sketch Journal - 100 pages - All Ages.
Cover art by Dalyn Viker. Interior design by Kevin
Moyers.
Russian Literature and Its Demons
Ghost of a Chance
Dark Desires After Dusk
The Demon Dealer
The Bleeding Dusk

From the New York Times bestselling
author of Six Crimson Cranes comes a
fantasy filled with courtly intrigue,
deceitful demons, and breathtaking
gowns ... the stakes are higher than
ever in this thrilling sequel to Spin
the Dawn! Maia Tamarin's journey to sew
the dresses of the sun, the moon, and
the stars has taken a grievous toll.
She returns to a kingdom on the brink
of war. Edan, the boy she loves, is
gone--perhaps forever--and no sooner
does she set foot in the Autumn Palace
than she is forced to don the dress of
the sun and assume the place of the
emperor's bride-to-be to keep the
peace. When the emperor's rivals learn
of her deception, there is hell to pay,
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but the war raging around Maia is
nothing compared to the battle within.
Ever since she was touched by the demon
Bandur, she has been changing . . .
glancing in the mirror to see her own
eyes glowing red; losing control of her
magic, her body, her mind. It's only a
matter of time before Maia loses
herself completely, and in the meantime
she will stop at nothing to find Edan,
protect her family, and bring lasting
peace to her country.
Ben must uncover the secrets of his
home, the strange demons that lurk in
dark corners, and his destiny as the
Master of Old Isle in this adventure
from the author of the Tripods series.
Ben lives a carefree life on Old Isle,
far away from horrible demons that
terrorize the people on the mainland.
He shares his home with Mother Ryan,
Antonia, Paddy, and the Master. They’re
not his real family, but they’re the
only family he’s ever known. Then, in a
single day, Ben’s quiet existence is
turned upside down. After the Master
dies and reveals a startling
connection, Ben becomes the new Master
of Old Isle. And when demons burn his
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house to the ground and his family
leaves their home, Ben is forced to
stay behind. Soon Ben manages to escape
and begin a journey across the sea and
the countryside to learn the secrets of
his heritage. But he is being pursued
by people who wish to use his power for
their own selfish purposes, and time is
running short for him to make things
rights.
What would you do if you were a child
whose parents were on different sides
of a bloody war between two worlds? If
your very existance was despised, and
men considered holy by the people
wished you dead. You were placed in a
camp and forced to suffer extreme
hardships while watching the
extermination of thousands of children
just like you. What if you managed to
escaped the camps but instead of the
life of freedom you desired all you
found was pain. Betrayed by someone you
considered dear you were sold into
bondage to worshipers of a demon king?
They put you through intensive training
and molded into an assassin to serve in
the demon's army. But even then you
were nothing more than a pawn to be
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discarded when your usefulness had
expired. You were sent on a mission to
assassinate a sorcerer from the other
realm but were once again betrayed and
left to die.
He could defeat him, but he could not
let him go. Furthermore, if he wanted
to kill his own disciple, he might not
be able to hold on as well. Moreover,
this person seemed to have levelled up
very quickly. Once he entered the high
level Heavenly Level, it would be
equivalent to provoking a fight against
an enemy for the Tianshan Sect. It was
rare to see such a young expert. At
least back then, he didn't have the
strength to do so. He couldn't help but
sigh in his heart.
The Imperial Dictionary of the English
Language
Dusk Avenger
Attachment In Another World
A Crown of Horns
Taken at Dusk
Kyra walks a precarious line. Though she’s captured James and
thwarted his schemes, she’s keenly aware that she remains an
outsider in the Palace. Her past taints everything she hopes for,
including her budding relationship with Tristam, whose highborn
pedigree could not be more different from her own. As Kyra
struggles to find her footing, new dangers arise. An unfamiliar
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Demon Rider clan crosses the mountains, threatening not just Kyra
but those she holds most dear. Meanwhile, power struggles within
the Council highlight Forge’s class divisions. As injustice after
injustice are brought to light, Kyra wonders if she’s chosen the
wrong side. The assassin James, though imprisoned in the dungeon,
still seems to wield power. And Kyra finds herself drawn back to
him. Then there’s the secret she dares not tell, the truth of her
heritage that tempts and frightens her at the same time. Kyra’s
Demon Rider blood calls to her, but does she dare awaken it? As
enemies stalk Forge from within and without, Kyra must decide
once and for all where her loyalties lie, what she’ll fight for, and
how far she’ll go to save those she loves.
Marina is a normal girl, just like any other, except for a few things.
She's a princess from 1357, the favored daughter to King Edward III
and Queen Philippa of England and the betrothed to the arrogant
Prince Alexander of Scotland. Although when a massive storm
strikes London, Marina's curiosity of the sea leads her to a mistaken
rescue by some FBI agents from 2012 whose mission is to destroy
the plagued demon they call Shadow Offenders. She soon learns
that she can change the world, make her own choices, and still find
her very own true love.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title
from Penguin USA
Armen feels alone in her flesh. She can hear things unheard by
humans, scent out the gut-churning stench of evil, and see the
shades that lurk in the shadows, but if there is one thing she knows
for certain, it's that demons lie.When her past keeps rearing its ugly
head, Armen and Phoenix P.D. Detective Terry Armstrong must
face an apocalyptic event that will throw this world into the
Darkness forever, leaving the fate of all humanity in the hands of
the malevolent. Getting the truth out of demons can be murder, and
Armen must do so before they succeed in extinguishing the Light.
The Dusk Chronicles
Eon Chronicles
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Dusk Stories
A Glow of Stars & Dusk: The Watcher Series (Book 1)
Massacre at Myall Creek

In the third installment of the Shadow
Falls series, Kylie Galen believes that
if she can just discover what she is,
all the other uncertainties in her life
will suddenly make sense, but in a camp
for teens with paranormal abilities,
there's not much that makes sense.
Original.
Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson are
summoned to Theobald Grange, the
Warwickshire home of Lady Heminworth.
Being of a nervous and superstitious
disposition, her Ladyship lives in
fear. Her husband and elder son were
recently murdered, apparently by the
ghost of a court jester who was
executed on the site centuries before.
The apparition has warned that she,
too, is to die. Holmes rejects a
supernatural explanation, although his
adversary seems unaffected by gunfire
and is able to take flight and
disappear. The Great Detective brings
his powers to bear, but still the
killings continue...
From the Hugo Award-winning hosts of
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the Writing Excuses writing advice show
comes a collection of all-new stories
of the fantastic, with beautiful
illustrations and a behind-the-scenes
look at each story’s creation. Brandon
Sanderson’s “Sixth of the Dusk,” set in
his Cosmere universe shared by the
Mistborn books and the #1 New York
Times bestselling Stormlight Archive,
showcases a society on the brink of
technological change. On the deadly
island of Patji, where predators can
sense the thoughts of their prey, a
lone trapper discovers that the island
is not the only thing out to kill him.
Mary Robinette Kowal’s “A Fire in the
Heavens” is a powerful tale of a
refugee seeking to the near-mythical
homeland her oppressed people left
centuries ago. When Katin discovers the
role the “eternal moon” occupies in the
Center Kingdom, and the nature of the
society under its constant light, she
may find enemies and friends in
unexpected places. Dan Wells’s
“I.E.Demon” features an Afghanistan
field test of a piece of technology
that is supposed to handle improvised
explosive devices. Or so the engineers
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have told the EOD team that will be
testing it; exactly what it does and
how it does it are need-to-know, and
the grunts don’t need to know. Until
suddenly the need arises. Howard
Tayler’s “An Honest Death” stars the
security team for the CEO of a biotech
firm about to release the cure for old
age. When an intruder appears and then
vanishes from the CEO’s office, the
bodyguards must discover why he is
lying to them about his reason for
pressing the panic button. For years
the hosts of Writing Excuses have been
offering tips on brainstorming,
drafting, workshopping, and revision,
and now they offer an exhaustive look
at the entire process. Not only does
Shadows Beneath have four beautifully
illustrated fantastic works of fiction,
but it also includes transcripts of
brainstorming and workshopping
sessions, early drafts of the stories,
essays about the stories’ creation, and
details of all the edits made between
the first and final drafts. Come for
the stories by award-winning authors;
stay for the peek behind the creative
curtain.
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Project Runway meets Mulan in this
sweeping fantasy about a teenage girl
who poses as a boy to compete for the
role of imperial tailor and embarks on
an impossible journey to sew three
magic dresses, from the sun, the moon,
and the stars. And don’t miss Elizabeth
Lim’s new novel, the instant New York
Times bestseller, Six Crimson Cranes!
“All the cutthroat competition of a
runway fashion reality show and the
thrilling exploits of an epic quest."
—The Washington Post Maia Tamarin
dreams of becoming the greatest tailor
in the land, but as a girl, the best
she can hope for is to marry well. When
a royal messenger summons her ailing
father, once a tailor of renown, to
court, Maia makes the ultimate
sacrifice and poses as a boy to take
his place. She knows her life is
forfeit if her secret is discovered,
but she'll take that risk to achieve
her dream and save her family from
ruin. There's just one catch: Maia is
one of twelve tailors in a cutthroat
competition for the job. Backstabbing
and lies run rampant as the tailors
compete in challenges to prove their
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artistry and skill. Maia's task is
further complicated when she draws the
attention of the court magician, Edan,
whose piercing eyes seem to see
straight through her disguise. And
nothing could have prepared her for the
unthinkable final challenge: to sew
three magic gowns for the emperor's
reluctant bride-to-be, from the sun,
the moon, and the stars. With this
impossible task before her, she embarks
on a journey to the far reaches of the
kingdom, seeking the sun, the moon, and
the stars, and finding more than she
ever could have imagined. Steeped in
Chinese culture, sizzling with
forbidden romance, and shimmering with
magic, this fantasy novel is not to be
missed. "This is a white-knuckle read."
—Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times
Bestselling author of Tempests and
Slaughter
Demon Dusk Sketch Journal
The City of Dusk
For Butter or Worse
Midnight Thief
Dusk of Demons
The arrival of an otherwordly apparation
bearing a note stating "I was murdered
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by my husband but nobody knows. Help
me." sends Emerald, teashop owner and
resident witch, on a dangerous journey
fraught with death, deceit, and dark
secrets. Original.
Teenager Noah Winston watched a boy
die and crumble to dust in the street.
That was his introduction to a bizarre
mystery spanning from the early
settlement of the Las Vegas valley to the
present day. Uncovering the truth drove
him deep into history and legend as he
attempted to untangle fact from fiction
and found himself falling in love with
19th Century Emma Samson alog the
way. Only during the brief window of
dusk every night can her family enter
the modern-day world of Las Vegas.
Noah eventually discovers the full extent
of the mystery surrounding the time
stranded community, as well as a
shocking destiny spanning over a
century.
Nothing will stop Cadeon of the Rage
Demons from finding the means to atone
for the one wrong that haunts him. But
once he captures the key to his
redemption, the halfling Holly Ashwin,
he finds that the woman he thought he
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could use for his own ends and then
forget haunts him as much as his past.
Raised as a human, Holly Ashwin never
knew that some legends are real until
she encounters a brutal demon, who
inexplicably guards her like a treasure.
Thrust into a sensual new world of myth
and power, with him as her protector,
she begins to crave the Cade's wicked
touch. Yet just when he earns Holly's
trust, will Cade be forced to betray the
only woman who can sate his wildest
needs - and claim his heart?
As daylight dies, the world revels in its
dusk.What awaits as the sun dips below
the horizon? A woman faces the monster
from her past. A teenage boy is gifted
the perfect killing machine. An ancient
demon longs to break free from its
prison within another's flesh. A man
travels through his own memories to
save the woman he once loved. A man
dines with a malevolent yet gracious
demon, playing a game of verbal chess
with more than just his life on the line.
Deceit, revenge, dark comedy,
bloodshed, and glory are all present in
the stories contained within this
collection. Visit a world that exists
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parallel to our own, see the memories
contained within a demented mind, and
enter a version of America decimated by
demonic forces.Budgie Bigelow returns
with his second collection of short
fiction, bringing you deeper into the
world of his imagination. Enter a dark
circus of macabre delights, where
demons walk the streets, time is a
malleable construct, and death is merely
a doorway. Do you dare look to see
what's behind the sun as it sets toward
the west? Dusk, Volume 2 includes
stories inspired by true events, vivid
dreams, and everything in between.
Stories include Father of the Steam Age,
Edison, The Phantom Puppeteer, We
Were Promised Pokémon in the Real
World, Dinner with a Demon, and much
more. Also included is an introduction by
the talented Harbingerr: a twisted tale
called "Day Zero".Cover by Dan Civitella
Demon Dusk Sketchbook
Dusk Of Demons
Demons at Dusk
The Rediscovered Cases of Sherlock
Holmes Book 1
Dusk
1838 and the British Empire is expanding
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relentlessly. On a remote cattle station on the
frontier of the young New South Wales colony a
lonely convict hut keeper is forced to confront the
power and greed, which drives that expansion. One
of the convict stockmen on the station invites a
group of Aborigines to the station with the promise
of protection from the bands of marauding troopers
and stockmen who roam the countryside. The
station's convicts and their overseer develop close
relationships with the Aborigines but the threat of
violence is never far away. All must ultimately face
some terrible choices - choices which reverberate
across the colony and leave the young hut keeper
struggling to find the courage to stand against
powerful oppressors. The story behind 'Demons at
Dusk' is true. It is a story of love and courage,
betrayal and tragedy, mystery and deceit and the
strength of the human spirit.
Seventeen-17-year-old Shiki lives in modern- day
Japan. But he does not live in the world we take for
granted. Shiki is one of the many people dubbed
“Demon Hunters” that roam the world in search of
Demons: the rapists, murderers, and the scum of the
Earth. With his Familiar, Tsubaki, at his side, Shiki
spends every night protecting all he loves. But when
news of a sister he never knew he had comes to his
attention, Shiki will leave all he knows to find her.
With allies next to him and enemies literally around
every corner, how will Shiki’s story end when his
greatest fear and biggest joy merge into his worst
nightmare?
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Merezhkovsky's bold claim that "all Russian
literature is, to a certain degree, a struggle with the
temptation of demonism" is undoubtedly justified.
And yet, despite its evident centrality to Russian
culture, the unique and fascinating phenomenon of
Russian literary demonism has so far received little
critical attention. This substantial collection fills the
gap. A comprehensive analytical introduction by the
editor is follwed by a series of fourteen essays,
written by eminent scholars in their fields. The first
part explores the main shaping contexts of literary
demonism: the Russian Orthodox and folk tradition,
the demonization of historical figures, and views of
art as intrinsically demonic. The second part traces
the development of a literary tradition of demonism
in the works of authors ranging from Pushkin and
Lermontov, Gogol and Dostoevsky, through to the
poets and prose writers of modernism (including
Blok, Akhmatova, Bely, Sologub, Rozanov,
Zamiatin), and through to the end of the 20th
century.
Harry Olferman de Jonge was born on the 21st of
February 1989 and grew up in a small town in South
Africa with his grandparents. Growing up he found
he had a love for a good book, which sparked the
obsessive collection of as many books as possible.
Days and nights were spent in front of his beloved
books, until the day came that he decided to take up
the pen himself. And from that came the first of what
is predicted to be hundreds of stories written by an
author named H.O. de Jonge.
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Hunters of the Dusk
Book 2: the Book of Dawn and Dusk
Dusk of Death
Forged by Dusk
Path of Power

A sacrifice.Taran, a hunter from the
mountains of Baobhan is tasked with finding
a missing child taken by a witch. With no
leads he is partnered with another hunter
with some knowledge of their abductor and
where she is headed. Facing danger and
those who are ready to take his life he must
face all he has avoided and get the child
back. But are those he meets a friend or a
foe? This is no world for a half blood vampire,
he is of value to the witches himself and must
tread carefully or else he too will become a
victim.
This personal journal features 97 blank wide
ruled pages perfect for logging your
memories, thoughts, and ideas. At 5"x7",
your journal is easy to carry with you, and
your contact information can be entered on
the front page so your journal will never be
lost. Personal Journal - 100 pages - All Ages.
Cover art by Dalyn Viker. Interior design by
Kevin Moyers.
“With great tension, simmering heat, and
clever banter, FOR BUTTER OR WORSE is a
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mouthwateringly delicious enemies-to-lovers
romance.”—Helen Hoang, USA Today
bestselling author of The Heart Principle "[A]
sparkling romance...witty and lighthearted,
with plenty of tender moments to keep
readers invested, this work gets the enemiesto-lovers trope right."—Publishers Weekly
They go together like water and oil… All chef
Nina Lyon wants is to make a name for
herself in the culinary world and inspire
young women everywhere to do the same.
For too long, she’s been held back and
underestimated by the male-dominated
sphere of professional kitchens, and she's
had enough. Now, as co-host of the
competitive reality TV series The Next
Cooking Champ!, she finally has a real shot at
being top tier in the foodie scene. Too bad
her co-host happens to be Hollywood’s
smarmiest jerk. Restaurateur Leo O’Donnell
never means to get under Nina’s skin. It just
seems to happen, especially when the
cameras are rolling. It's part of the anxiety
and stress he has come to know all too well in
this line of work. So nothing prepares him for
the fallout after he takes one joke a smidge
too far and Nina up and quits—on live TV. To
make matters worse, the two are caught in
what looks like a compromising situation by
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the paparazzi…and fans of the show go
absolutely nuts. Turns out, a “secret
romance” between Nina and Leo may just be
what their careers need most. Now all they
have to do is play along, without killing each
other...and without catching feelings. Easy as
artisanal shepherd's pie. Right?
In a future world where civilization has
collapsed, fourteen-year-old Ben sets out on
a journey to discover his birthright, and
meets members of a technologically
advanced remnant, who use machines to
foster belief in demons among the people of
Ben's home
A Glow of Stars & Dusk
The Paradox
The Demon of the Dusk
Spin the Dawn
A Novel
The ghost story you’ve been waiting for.
One desperate ghost. One psychotic demon.
And only one will win. Tim died on
Halloween, 1981. Last year, he haunted his
elderly father from the house. But he’s
still a captive, tormented—and more
determined than ever to slip free from the
chains of the past. The only thing
standing in his way is the demon who
killed him. Determined and alone, Tim
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readies his plan to leave behind the joys,
the tragedies, and the memories of the
only home he’s ever known. But before he
can make his escape, another family moves
in. One of the new family members is
Alyssa, a teenage girl who becomes
obsessed with finding out what happened in
1981. Within weeks of their moving in, Tim
devises a way to communicate with her.
When their connection leads them to
realize he’s not the demon’s only
prisoner, they discover a dark secret—one
the demon will do anything to defend. What
really happened on Halloween in 1981? What
kept Tim from reaching the other
prisoners? And how far will the demon go
to stop him now? From the bestselling
author of The Books of Conjury comes this
darkly funny, chilling novel of
contemporary horror.
One psychic. Six demons. And a whole lot
of trouble.I am a typical, though
admittedly anti-social, woman who lives
alone in the rural Highlands of Scotland.
I also happen to be a clairvoyant who can
summon the dead. It's a pity the souls I
see didn't give me a heads-up, nor did I
glimpse my own future on the night six
demons came hunting for me. Their leader
believes I am a witch and refuses to let
me go until I have performed a spell to
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lift a blood curse. A spell I do not
understand and one that I cannot read. But
does he listen? No. Is he infuriating?
Yes. Is he hotter than hell?
Well...obviously. I am Star Elizabeth
Archer, and I am going to make them, make
him, regret the day he ever thought he
could manipulate me. Content warning:
please note that there is an incident of
sexual deception contained within this
story.
Daughter of Dusk
The Watcher Series (Book 1)
A Complete Encyclopedic Lexicon, Literary,
Scientific, and Technological
The Writing Excuses Anthology
A Dusk of Demons
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